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UNDERSTANDING OURSELVES:  

Why is voice interpretation so difficult? 

 

 

Martinez, Liza.  2007.  Initial observations on code-switching in the voice interpretations of two 

Filipino interpeters. In M. Metzger & E. Fleetwood (Eds.), Translation, Sociolinguistic and Consumer 

Issues in Interpreting (pp.71-102).  Washington, D.C.: Gallaudet University Press
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What is code-switching? 

Shifting to, inserting, or substituting grammatical elements or clauses into one language while 

using another. 

 

 

THE STUDY 

 

1. Informants: two female interpreters A (trilingual) & B (bilingual) 

2. Sources of data: 

Survey questionnaire 

Conversations 

Text messages 

Voice interpretations: 4 signed videos in 3 different client contexts (12 samples per 

interpreter) 

3.   Client contexts 

#1  Monolingual Filipinos from a Tagalog-speaking province 

#2  English-speaking foreigners 

#3  MetroManila professionals (mostly teachers) 

 

RESULTS 

 

1. Voice interpretation: Expected results  

 

Language of intended consumer => Language of voice interpretation 

      English (E)    =>  English 

      Filipino (F)   =>   Filipino 

 

 Feedback: less 'anxiety' with the F/E consumer 

 

2.  Voice interpretation: Unexpected results in code-switching 

 

Language of intended consumer …?... code-switches 

Filipino   =>   code-switching from Filipino to English 

             (more by bilingual Interpreter B) 

     F / E     =>    Filipino with code-switching to English  

(more by bilingual Interpreter B) 
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 *which is the 'base' language? 

 Ex.: 

 And  I climbed up the tree and it was so cold! There was nothing to eat.  Hayaan mo na!   

 Be patient.   Tinulungan mo sana.  Sa bahay lakas ng hangin so ni-lock  ko agad. 

 

 

3.  Is the code-switching: deficiency driven or competence driven? 

Interpreter B seems to be a bilingual that has competence-driven code-switches 

- uses code-switching as a strategy to take advantage of her strong 

bilingual competence 

  Interpreter A (with parents: E / Capiznon / F; Cebuano / E / T) may have 

   code-switching strengths in ex., Visayan / Tagalog that Interpreter B would 

   not have. 

 

IMPLICATIONS 

 

1. Interpreter training goals  

Should consider a wide range of consumers:  

monolingual F;  monolingual E 

monolingual non-F  (ex. monolingual Bicolano) 

bilingual F / E 

bilingual non-F / E  (ex. bilingual Ilocano / English) 

bilingual F / non-F   (ex. bilingual Filipino /  Waray) 

 

2. Policy 

          Whether to accept code-switching? 

 legitimate code-switching by fluent bilinguals as a strategy for communicative 

efficiency 

 code-switching by nonfluent bilinguals 

 

3.  Evaluation / accreditation standards 

The interpreter must demonstrate: 

 Monolingual competence (Filipino, English or other Philippine Language) 

 Bilingual fluency  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Filipino is typically at least bilingual, and not uncommonly, multilingual.  This simple inquiry has 

revealed the challenges and complexity of language use among Filipino interpreters. It is imperative to 

probe and understand the mechanisms at work in code-switching among Filipino bilingual and 

multilingual interpreters because of the profound impact they will have on interpreting performance.  

Training programs, national standards for testing, evaluation and certification will need to take into 

consideration these natural norms of behavior among the interpreters. 
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